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John Biggs (Chairman):  Item six is our main item: Devolution.  We have got two parts to this.  
The first item is new funding mechanisms and the need for reform.  We have three witnesses.  
Jeremy Skinner [Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA] whom we have seen before, 
Martin Mitchell [Finance Manager, GLA] and Julian Ware [Principal, Corporate Finance, 
Transport for London (TfL)].   
 
Part of me thinks I have seen this before: every time there is a new Government it talks about 
new ways of funding local and regional Government.  It is our opportunity - we tend to creep a 
few inches forward each time it happens - corporately as a GLA to grab these opportunities and 
explore them fully.  The context is big cuts in Government spending and restraint for all manner 
of reasons.  Here is a gentle opening question.  I do not know who wants to start with this.  
How can we maintain economic growth with funding in investment for infrastructure reducing?  
That is encouraging you to answer in terms of these new tools and how they might work but 
you can tell us more broadly.   
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  I am designated to lead on 
that, Chairman.  Some brief comments on the national picture and the position in London and 
how we might respond, if I may.  It is certainly true that the overall national picture on 
investments is difficult, which is concerning given the long term relationship between 
investment and economic growth.  The public sector capital investment, or capital spending, is 
set to fall by 29% over the spending review period.  Within the national totals there are some 
pieces of good news I suppose.  Transport spending remains broadly flat which, in part, reflects 
the relatively good deal that London got out of the spending review.  Capital spending for the 
Department for Energy and Climate Change is set to rise by 27% over the spending review 
period, which is also, clearly, good news. 
 
The other point I would make is that reductions in capital spending do take a little while to take 
effect and have an impact.  Some critical investments for London’s future development are 
proceeding with Crossrail, the Tube upgrades and much of the Thameslink original programme.  
Ultimately, there will be other projects which will be helpful for economic growth that are not 
yet funded, which might have been had we been in less difficult economic and financial 
circumstances and which, if we want to pursue them, we would need to look for alternative 
means of financing them.  That is the broad context.  Certainly we would be looking for 
alternative mechanisms. 
 
The big picture is that our most likely source of funding will be through retention of business 
rates.  That seems to be the most likely option that the coalition Government will go for.  It 
introduced that concept in the White Paper in the autumn and our informal soundings in 
Government indicate that it is still very much wedding to that concept.  The basic principle there 
is that where at the moment London raises £5.4 billion in business rates which are swept up into 
a national pool and then redistributed through formula grant and other mechanisms, that 
money would be raised and retained in London and redistributed within London from the 
wealthier boroughs to the poorer boroughs through a mechanism yet to be decided.  It is yet to 
be decided because we are waiting for the Government’s Local Government Resources Review, 
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the terms of reference of which we have not yet seen and which were promised some months 
ago. 
 
We have had some discussions with London Councils and others about what that mechanism 
might look like but we are in very early stages.  That, it seems to me, will be a very important 
devolution of power. 
 
With the Government giving with one hand possibly £5.4 billion it is very likely to take away 
with the other.  Nevertheless, having that independence and that relative freedom to do with 
that money what we choose in London, rather than what Government prescribes - which is what 
we will be looking for in our discussions with Government - will be a very significant degree of 
devolution to London. 
 
As you say, Chairman, it is not the only one we have been looking for.  We have been through 
these discussions before.  It also seems likely that other forms of devolution, such as a tourism 
tax, are likely to be put off or possibly actively eliminated at this stage.  It is a step by step 
approach. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Are you actively lobbying for other such sources of funding? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Yes, we have been lobbying 
in the past on those.  We have not been quite so active in the last month or two. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  We may come back to that a bit later on.  As regards the stuff in the 
media about the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and Tax Increment Financing (TIF), you 
focused on business rates, which, again, we are going to come back to a little later in the 
questioning.  They have attracted a lot of media interest.  There have been one or two counter 
stories which suggest that they are, when you add it all up, not really going to produce the sort 
of big sources of funding that would underpin major bits of infrastructure.  There has been 
coverage of the Northern line extension, for example, which says something of the order of a 
tenth of its cost might be formed by TIF but you could not build a massive scheme like this.  Do 
you have a position on that? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  I will say a few brief things 
about TIF and then I will pass on to Julian.  Julian can also talk about CIL in much more detail.  
TIF is clearly used quite a lot in other countries - America, in particular, and Australia - so I do 
not think we should discount it as a potential source of funding.  However, for the United 
Kingdom it would be a very novel form of finance and, in particular, for the Northern line 
extension to Battersea, it would be probably the largest TIF scheme in the world, which 
indicates that it might not be the most suitable project for that source of funding.  We have 
certainly -- 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It might not be viable.  If you were to try to fund it through TIF it is 
unlikely to actually work? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Wholly through TIF.  That is 
not to say that TIF might not be one part of the finance; it may well be.  One of the problems is 
the cost of borrowing.  Ultimately, we still need to get the cash to finance the Northern line 
extension (NLE) upfront, against which the revenue from additional business rates could be 
used to repay the debt.  The question is whether the market would charge an acceptable rate of 
interest.  That is one of the issues which I am sure Julian can discuss in more detail. 
 



 

 

Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  If I take the two 
separately because they are separate things.  There are lots of variants of TIF in America in the 
different jurisdictions.  It is essentially about taking property taxation from an area that has not 
yet developed, ring fencing it and saying that all or part of that money will be available for the 
infrastructure that is required to unlock that area. 
 
The Government has come forward with proposals on TIF but has, later on, incorporated those 
into the wider relocalisation debate.  The proposals that it came forward with concentrated on 
business rates.  This is about future streams of business rates which do not exist at present.  As 
such, the business rate itself is a relatively secure form of taxation but you are still having to 
take a collection of risk around the pace at which an area such as Vauxhall Nine Elms Battersea 
would develop.  You also have to find somebody in the public or private sector who is prepared 
to take that risk and borrow money against it to finance the infrastructure that is required to 
unlock the area, in this case the NLE. 
 
The Government’s previous proposal was that this should be prudential borrowing by a local 
authority, either Wandsworth and Lambeth or, potentially, it could have been TfL and the GLA.  
That had a number of difficulties within it.  The alternative would be borrowing by the private 
sector but, as Jeremy indicated, that could carry quite a high rate of return because of the risks 
inherent in such a scheme. 
 
Like Jeremy I think that some variant of TIF is going to be an important part of a solution for 
the Northern line extension.  There are different estimates as to how much of the capital cost 
could be financed from a TIF.  I have seen ranges from a third to two thirds.  It is a £600 million 
project.  That is TIF, on the Community Infrastructure Levy, CIL -- 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  To be clear on that.  Some of the media reports suggested you might 
get more like a tenth.  You are clear, from what you have seen, that it is more like a third that 
could be covered in that instance on the model you have seen? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  I tend to distinguish, 
when looking at these projects, between funding, which is the long term flow of money, and the 
issue of finance, which is how do you borrow the money in the short term to pay for your 
infrastructure.  The indications are that if Battersea develops at the rate that the developers say 
that it will and that is in the Mayor’s Opportunity Area Planning Framework then there will be 
enough money in the long term.  The speed with which that money comes through and whether 
there are initial delays is clearly a risk.  The difficulties are about who would borrow against that 
money. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  We did some modelling 
which indicated that, once the scheme is built out, the additional business rate income from the 
area was in the billions rather than hundreds of millions.  There is a very substantial prize to be 
won but there is a risk. 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The London Borough 
of Wandsworth has done work as well, as have the developers.  That is why you get a range of 
answers. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  This is, potentially, a rather complicated and speculative area of 
discussion and our questions are structured in a way that does not quite work with this line of 
questioning.  Another part of the toolkit, if we are talking about it, is that Mayoral Development 
Corporations (MDCs) - in principle there could be more than one although, in practice, we are 



 

 

told there is only going to be one - can have a power to grant a business rates holiday to 
investors within their area; it used to be called an enterprise zone.  That could be seen as an 
alternative means.  Are you considering that sort of option?  So a developer would then take 
the risk in return for not having to pay business rates? 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  That is a new power that will be granted under 
the Decentralisation and Localism Bill.  It will apply to boroughs as bidding authorities and also 
have the power to give the business rates discounts.  In a sense it is seen, by the Government, 
as a mechanism to attract new business into its area by offering a holiday or a discount for a 
limited period of time.  It is, potentially, a mechanism to promote economic growth in a 
particular area.  It may work in different ways in different boroughs.  The difficulty in the short 
term is, if we do not have a business rates pooling mechanism and a business rate retention 
system, boroughs or the MDC would have to fund that out of their own resources.  With 
business rates retention you could have a pool that would allow you to do that and then invest 
in future business rates. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  I did not want to hijack our business rates question which comes a 
bit later on. 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  Sorry. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  That was my fault.  It is a similar way of looking at the same 
elephant.   
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  You are right, the mechanisms are complex but if we can start 
with basic principles.  I have two questions.  Firstly, in terms of Tax Increment Financing, the 
current discussion focuses on the business rates but somebody has just said there are a whole 
variety of models.  I wanted to unpick that one before we drill down into more detail on a 
particular one. 
 
If the basic proposition is that infrastructure unlocks the value in a piece of land, how do you 
capture that value?  Clearly business rates, as the rateable value, is one way of doing it, but 
there are other taxes.  There is stamp duty, when land transfers.  There is, presumably, capital 
gains tax, when a land is sold.  There are revenue taxes, whether it is value added tax (VAT) or 
employment taxes and all the rest, if you are creating other wealth from the use of that land.  
What thought is being given - not just to the business rates which appears to be the one that 
the Government is pursuing - to other mechanisms for capturing the value that is unlocked? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The proposal I 
outlined to you was the previous proposal from this Government.  If you moved to the fully 
relocalised system for business rates then, in a sense, that trumps the TIF issue because it all 
becomes part of the ability of a local authority to grow its rateable base - to use the traditional 
language. 
 
The sorts of things that you could also look at include the taxation streams that you have said.  
It also includes the stream of council tax, for instance.  One of the issues for a number of 
development areas is are they primarily commercial or are they primarily residential?  Battersea 
has a mixture of both but a number of the other areas of London that have looked at TIFs are 
actually primarily about residential development and, under the current proposals, those would 
not be suitable.  The Government’s argument is that the authorities will need the council tax to 
meet the requirements of the new residents.  I can understand that.  What it does mean with a 
TIF proposal just on business rates is you are not just taking a risk that the area will develop, but 



 

 

that it will develop with commercial businesses - retail, offices or whatever - and not just with 
residential development. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  It was a question about other vehicles -- 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  We have lobbied the 
Government to consider other tax streams including stamp duty. 
 
There are two aspects to the Government’s proposals in the White Paper that we felt meant that 
it was a rather limited discussion document.  The first one was that it seemed to be limited to 
business rates and, secondly, it seemed to be limited to local authorities.  It would be local 
authorities only who could put forward proposals and borrow and use additional income 
streams. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  We are a local authority? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  The White Paper was 
unclear about the position of the GLA.  As is often the case with Government occupants, the 
unique circumstance of the GLA often is disregarded. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Passes it by. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  We would like to see some 
flourishing of private sector initiative and entrepreneurialism in terms of what proposals might 
come forward. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  The point behind that question is that the Government should 
be held to have the courage of its convictions.  If its convictions say, ‚Oh localism‛ etc etc and 
then it only consults on a tiny piece of the puzzle, clearly we need to respond to that 
consultation but we need to make some wider points that business rates are only one of the 
ways of capturing the value that is created by big developments, whether commercial or 
residential. 
 
The Assembly did a piece of work a few years ago on this.  It is a case of robbing Peter to pay 
Paul.  The Treasury simply says, ‚Well, all you are trying to do is grab more money that would 
have come in anyway and that messes up how we allocate things‛.  Does one not to have 
approach this with the mechanisms that will mean that the cake is bigger, in other words there is 
more development than would otherwise happen under the current taxation regime, so that the 
Treasury’s slice may be a smaller percentage but a bigger absolute amount because the cake has 
got dramatically bigger?  What are the arguments?  What are the way of structuring it to make 
it more likely that developments will happen, bigger and faster, than they would otherwise have 
been so that everyone gets something, rather than London making a grab out of national 
taxation, which the Treasury will resist and the rest of the country will resist? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  This is a very thorny area 
where economists seem to tie themselves up in knots.  From the Treasury’s macro-perspective it 
makes projections about the overall rate of economic growth and it does not really regard 
anything that can be done at the local level to affect that.  The view of some at the Treasury - I 
do not want to castigate the whole organisation - is that there is nothing really you can do at 
the local level to change that, so all you would be doing is displacing activity from one area to 
another.  The counter is there clearly is some displacement going on but economic growth is 



 

 

generated through investment and infrastructure and many other things.  We know that.  It 
cannot be quite as simple as that. 
 
It is true that the Treasury will be looking for proposals that can show that you are genuinely 
adding to economic growth and, secondly, in the case of TIF, you are not seeking a public 
sector subsidy for a scheme that would go ahead anyway.  The so called, ‘But for’ test. I.e. 
unless you have the additional tax revenues to make this thing fly, this scheme would not go 
ahead. 
 
In the Battersea case it works quite well.  Precious little has happened there for 30 years since 
the power station stopped working.  Within the confines of that particular area it is quite clear 
that we need some additional push.  We also know that the cash flows of the NLE cannot be 
supported solely by developer contributions and something else must come through.  Then the 
question is whether economic growth there would be displacing what is happening elsewhere in 
the economy.  It is about the only prime riverside site left in London.  We know that when the 
American Embassy was looking for sites it looked at about 90 other sites but this is the only one 
which it thought was suitable.  It does not seem to me obvious that you can replicate that scale 
of development in other parts of London. 
 
The final point I would make is that it is sufficiently close to central London to add to the overall 
agglomeration of business activity.  We know that if you increase the overall size of the cluster 
the economic performance of the cluster as a whole goes up.  That would be another argument 
that we would deploy, and have deployed. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Thank you. 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The only point I was 
going to add is this is one of the areas where the economic argument and the financial 
arguments pull in opposite directions.  If you say you are only going to look for something that 
is additional and would not otherwise have happened that means that you must focus the area 
where the revenue is collected relatively tightly.  That increases the amount of risk as to 
whether that development will occur on time and to the values expected, which is at the heart 
of the finance issues that we discussed earlier. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  For the record of the meeting can we read into our record that 
Members have had circulated a copy of your response to the consultation on business rates 
reforms?  We can attach this to our minutes perhaps that we did in December 2010 and it does 
cover a lot of this ground. 
 
I stopped you before you moved on to the even more exciting area of CILs.  Can you briefly tell 
us about those? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The CIL is a part of 
existing transport funding.  There is a £300 million element within the Crossrail scheme which is 
expected to be funded from a Mayor’s CIL.  The Mayor has published his proposals and there 
has been the first round of consultation on these which closed two days ago.  Those set out an 
arrangement for setting a CIL in three different bands across the whole of Greater London 
within the terms of the Government’s regulations.  The objective of that is to raise £300 million 
during the Crossrail construction period for the scheme.  It is important to note that there is no 
borrowing associated with this proposal, which is a difference between that and the business 
rate supplement which was introduced this year. 
 



 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  In the old days there was a planning gain which became Section 106 
which has grown as the economy has prospered.  Now CIL is like a slice on the top of planning 
gain.  Is that a reasonable description? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  It is supposed to do 
two things.  It is supposed to substitute for a lot of the existing arrangements on a national 
basis, it is supposed to widen the basis of who pays to include not just large developments but 
nearly all developments, and it is supposed to make it much less negotiable so it is fairer across 
the board.  Those objectives have been picked up in the CIL. 
 
The other thing that the proposal does - and this has raised a number of issues - is the Mayor’s 
CIL, according to regulations, takes precedence over the boroughs’ CILs and the Mayor’s CIL 
can only be for transport purposes.  There is a certain reordering of priorities. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Does it take precedence over Section 106 or is it a parallel thing? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  There is still the 
opportunity to have Section 106 in certain circumstances, particularly over site specific matters.  
We will have particular exemption to run the Section 106 scheme for Crossrail which has been 
introduced in the central zone and in Docklands. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  This might be a good point at which to move on to Gareth’s question 
about risks.  I would make one simplistic observation which is, if I have a pound in my pocket, I 
can only spend it once.  The reason I say that is because if I was a borough, for example, I might 
say, ‚Hang on a minute.  If the Mayor is taking a rake off from every development to help pay 
for a piece of transport infrastructure, then that means I am not going to have the same sort of 
help with building the health centre or the school or whatever‛.  That is, potentially, a bit of a 
risk in competition between the different tiers of Government.  
 
Gareth Bacon (AM):  There will be a certain amount of agreement around the table with that 
point of view.  I would be interested in your views then really on the main risks around the new 
financing mechanisms.  My questions are going to focus primarily on the CIL so it maybe you, 
Julian, who will be the most appropriate person to answer them.  What do you see as the main 
risks around the new financing mechanisms? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  All these mechanisms 
are different so I will try to give a CIL based answer.  The risks that we have had - and as you 
know there has been a healthy debate during the consultation period - have been around what 
will be the effects on development overall, which is a viability question.  Will the CIL cause 
viability problems either locally or, some have said, right across Greater London?  The second 
question is whether it will prevent boroughs raising Section 106 and, potentially, their own CILs 
for their own needs, which is this issue of prioritisation? 
 
It is important to see the Mayor’s CIL proposal in its context.  It is Crossrail alone.  The 
£300 million is being raised over a seven year period so we are talking about £40 million to 
£50 million a year in the middle of that across the whole of Greater London.  We have only seen, 
because of the way the structures are set up, a single borough that has come forward with its 
proposals.  That is Redbridge.  Its figure is nearly twice what the Mayor’s is in its borough.  We 
have not - and I work very closely with the GLA’s planning side on this - yet had the discussions 
with it.  Its evidence that it has provided suggests that the two are compatible.  Clearly there are 
different issues in different parts of London.  That is one of the reasons that we have come 
forward with something which has these three bands in it, based around house prices. 



 

 

 
Gareth Bacon (AM):  I am going to touch on that in a moment because that certainly is an 
area that has provoked considerable debate.  The first thing I would like to ask you is the issue 
of the CIL.  You said yourself when you were introducing it that it would apply across the board 
on all developments.  I know there are some exemptions around health centres and things like 
that but, by and large, it would apply to all, whereas Section 106 was more of a negotiable 
process.  Do you think there is a danger that, given the financially difficult times that we are in, 
imposing a CIL across the board on virtually all developments in London would scare developers 
away?  To put it another way, with the three bandings that you did talk about, if you take 
100,000 square feet as a reasonable office size development in outer London, in my borough, in 
Bexley, that would cost an extra £610,000 to put that development up. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Technically you represent all the boroughs, Mr Bacon. 
 
Gareth Bacon (AM):  The borough I live in, Chairman.  Thank you.  In Hackney it would be just 
over £1 million and in Richmond it would be £1.5 million.  In the outer London boroughs is 
there not a danger that might tip development outside the boundaries of Greater London? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  There are two things 
that it is worth noting.  The first is that the CIL only applies on the increment of new 
development so you would only be paying that amount if there was a green field site on which 
you were putting up offices for the first time and there had been no previous development on 
that.  It is relatively rare in much of London, particularly rare for office developments. 
 
The second thing that I should stress is that we have, throughout the process, used professional 
property advice from Jones Lang LaSalle.  Its report forms part of the documents that were 
released at the beginning of the consultation.  It shows that, in most cases, the amounts of CIL 
that are being asked for represent about 1%, often less, of the property value at the point of 
sale.  We also know that property prices are volatile and that people who are undertaking 
development are predicting property prices in the future.  The evidence that we have in the 
report shows that other factors, both around value and around construction cost, are much 
more likely to affect a develop or not develop decision than CIL at the levels that we are 
proposing. 
 
Gareth Bacon (AM):  OK.  I want to talk about the bandings.  You touched on the bandings.  I 
accept the rationale, which is that they are based on relative property prices within the 
boroughs concerned.  There is an argument - which I know you will be familiar with because it 
has been advanced many times - that property prices vary considerably, even inside individual 
boroughs - and I do appreciate it could become fiendishly complicated if you were to accept 
borough variations in terms of level of CIL. 
 
One of the reasons it has become so controversial is the boroughs that are deemed to have a 
direct benefit from Crossrail, for example, Newham is set in the lowest band which is £20, 
whereas boroughs that are quite a long way away from where Crossrail will be running - Barnet 
is £35 and Richmond is £50 because it is based on the relative property prices.  The push back 
in those boroughs is clearly going to be, ‚There is no economic benefit whatever to our 
residents in those boroughs from Crossrail.  Why should we be paying the top rate of CIL?‛ 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  There are two aspects 
to this.  The first is, ‚Do we benefit from the infrastructure?‛, is not a legitimate question in the 
regulations as set out by Government.  Our advice was it was not legitimate for the Mayor to 
have proposed a Crossrail corridor CIL.  He has to impose a CIL across the whole of Greater 



 

 

London.  If he wishes to choose a variable rate or a rate that differs in different places then that 
must be on the basis of viability.  The question of whether Barnet or Sutton, which are relatively 
far from the Crossrail route, should pay less because they are far from it is not actually one that 
we can address within the legislation as it is set out. 
 
The second point is about the Crossrail scheme.  The Crossrail scheme has an effect across 
London’s transport system.  It adds significantly to capacity.  That change will decongest most 
of the Underground lines, other than the Northern line, and also significant parts of the national 
rail network.  Over and above those transport benefits it helps maintain and enhance London’s 
economic position.  There is really quite good evidence of significant economic benefit across 
the whole of Greater London, well in excess of the amounts of CIL that are being expected. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  The average purchaser of a £1 million house in Richmond-upon-
Thames is going to find it easier to access their investment banking job at Canary Wharf as a 
result of Crossrail and, therefore, there is a benefit to them.  Is that the sort of argument you 
would deploy? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  There are more 
investment banking jobs at Canary Wharf.  It is a combination of a direct transport argument 
that, even if that person from Richmond does not go on Crossrail, they may catch the Jubilee 
line from Waterloo to Canary Wharf, which will have been decongested by Crossrail. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  A couple of points.  You have expressed the overall benefit there will be 
for this banker from Richmond who goes to Canary Wharf. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Thought that might bring the meeting to life! 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  We note that in the Mayor’s consultation document he has prepared a list 
of the notional benefits borough-by-borough from Crossrail.  I want to know how robust that 
is?  How on earth were you, the boffins at TfL, and the boffins in the Mayor’s Office, able to 
produce this?  What reliance can we place upon it?  What is the track record - if that is the 
appropriate word - for adducing the benefit to people of a new railway line? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The benefit and the 
case for Crossrail clearly had to be argued in front of Parliament and in front of Government in 
terms of the funding for a number of years.  It was led for a large period by Jeremy.  It is based 
around a fairly standard economic cost benefit analysis then, on top of that, a look at the wider 
economic benefits of the scheme.  The scheme got through its legislation and it has got its 
funding package.  People generally would say that the case for Crossrail has been quite well 
established. 
 
The distribution of those benefits requires some modelling assumptions to be made but we 
would say that those benefits are real.  The fact that they are sometimes a bit less tangible to 
people and that they may not realise that their journey has been improved by a transport system 
they do not use or that their job relates to the fact that the business districts have expanded 
because of Crossrail does not mean that those benefits will not be real in the future. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  You have not answered the real meat of my question which was has the 
model ever been tested anywhere to show that the guesswork is right - and I put it no higher 
than that.  You say Parliament has approved it and that clearly makes it all right.  Has such a 
model ever been tested and shown to be right? 
 



 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  It has been a while since I 
have looked at this particular issue.  It cannot be tested empirically until Crossrail opens for 
business.  In that sense, no, it has not been tested.  Secondly, it was a model that was 
developed specifically for Crossrail because that is what had to be done. 
 
The alternative position is that we do not carry out any analysis of what we might think the 
benefits of Crossrail are or how they are distributed.  My very rough recollection of the study 
that was conducted was we commissioned Colin Buchanan to carry out this distribution of 
Crossrail benefit study.  That is a highly respected economic consultancy.  It looked at the 
existing patterns of where passengers travelled from and to and calculated the extent to which 
their journey times would be improved.  It also looked at the distribution of productive workers 
across London’s economy and therefore made some calculation as to how their incomes would 
be lifted compared to where they live as a result of the glomeration of benefits of Crossrail, 
which we can talk about in a bit more detail if you want. 
 
The analysis was made publicly available.  It is a relatively obscure piece of analysis in some 
respects but it was certainly open to debate and challenge and the methodology is there on the 
website. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  Which is exactly what we are doing as well. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Which is absolutely fine.  I 
do have a healthy disrespect for these models but I would rather have some set of analysis than 
nothing at all.  It is better to try to attempt to analyse one of the economic benefits than do 
nothing. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Is not the right way of unpackaging this - and we do not want this 
Committee to turn into a casework committee for the disgruntled constituents of Tony Arbour. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  I do not want it to be like that.  There is no question that all of us think 
that Crossrail is a good thing.  We heard from Mr Ware that it has all these wonderful national 
benefits.  Those of us who are parochial - and never let it be said that I am parochial - will say, if 
it has such wonderful national benefit a) why isn’t it being paid for entirely nationally -- 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It is substantially of course. 
 
Tony Arbour (AM):  -- and b) - and this addresses a comment which you yourself actually 
made, Mr Ware - you said it is only £40 million or £50 million a year.  If it is such peanuts why 
isn’t it being found by TfL? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  This takes us on to 
the Crossrail funding package which does include a significant national contribution but it also 
includes an important contribution from the CIL.  There is around £5 billion of Government 
grant in the package for Crossrail.  As you say, there is £300 million for the CIL.  That was a hard 
fought negotiation in 2007, revisited last year, over how a very large number could be divided 
up between Government and between the Mayor and TfL.  It required everything that could be 
tapped into to find the money and the CIL came in, in 2007, as part of that. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Hopefully this is helpful from the Chair.  The way I see it is there are 
two separate things going on.  One is that Parliament, in its wisdom, has agreed that this thing 
called CIL can be levied.  It has had consultation.  Parliament is always right - as long as it is not 
offending the European Courts.  Parliament can tell you to do that.  Then it is up to the Mayor 



 

 

to decide how he wants to implement that.  He could, if he wanted to, say, ‚I’ve thought about 
it and I think, on balance, I’m going to fund it through TfL’s other borrowing.  I am going to 
have a CIL rate of zero, so I am not going to use CIL‛.  He could do that perhaps.  Perhaps he 
does not have that discretion but I imagine he does. 
 
If he is going to have CIL it is up to him, as the Mayor, to come up with an equitable way of 
levying it.  He may say Barnet zero and Newham 20% or something.  Or he may come up with a 
three tier system; whatever it is.  Then it is for that to be consulted on and, potentially, 
challenged.  I read in the press that Bromley was considering a judicial review of the CIL.  I do 
not know if that is a fact or not. 
 
The Government has created the toolkit and it is up to the Mayor to come up with the scheme 
which implements it and for him to consult on it and to be acting reasonably on it.  If Assembly 
Members or their constituents or their boroughs are unhappy they should be challenging the 
Mayor’s methodology.  Is that the right analysis of it? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The Mayor has an 
agreement with Government over Crossrail.  That agreement says that he will seek to raise 
£300 million from CIL.  The terms of the regulations mean that he can only vary that rate 
according to the development viability of the area.  He is limiting what he could do.  He could 
not ask TfL to borrow more money because the allowable borrowing has already been allocated 
within the business plan.  He could ask TfL to make investment cuts or fair rises to save 
£300 million but it would then have gone against the agreement with Government and there 
would be a certain level of explaining to do.  He could, no doubt, approach Government and ask 
for an additional £300 million but I think that would be difficult in the current situation. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  There was one other detail which was passed to me which is the 
consultation on the Northern line extension which suggested that that area of south east 
London, south west London, could be exempted from the CIL, by which I mean the CIL would 
still be collected but it would be directed towards the Northern line extension, rather than 
towards Crossrail.  Is that the case?  If that was the case that would point towards CIL becoming 
more of a London-wide levy which is spent on whatever you think is a good idea at the time. 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  I think you have put 
it very neatly.  The Mayor could add additional transport projects other than Crossrail.  There is 
no limit on £300 million.  What he cannot do is say, ‚From this area I will raise so much for this 
particular project‛.  It has to be done through a London-wide pooling structure. 
 
The difficulty is that the more projects you are raising money for the higher your rate will be and 
the effects, either on developers or on boroughs, would be expected to be greater. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  Very quickly on the CIL.  We take your case about the overall 
economic benefits across London as a whole from everyone contributing to the levy.  It does not 
take account of the massive uplift in land values that occur along the direct route of a major 
transport infrastructure project.  That is one of the big weaknesses of the CIL isn’t it? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  That is a weakness, 
yes.  It does take account of the uplift in land value that comes from a planning permission to 
permit greater development on that land, which is perhaps what the CIL, in economic terms is 
looking at: that land value increase. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  Through the planning process? 



 

 

 
John Biggs (Chairman):  That is a one off isn’t it? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  Yes.  Whilst the 
money is being spent on Crossrail, a combination of TfL’s other schemes and some of the 
national rail schemes, for instance, Thameslink, do mean that other areas of London will be 
seeing significant improvements in transport accessibility. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  One would assume, if there was a Crossrail 2, CIL would be one of 
the ingredients that would help to fund it? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  CIL could be one of 
the ingredients.  That is a very major policy decision for a Mayor to take at that time. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  To develop that same point actually, there is probably a lot more 
enhanced value along the Crossrail 1 route but I am just trying to work out how conservative are 
those figures of £300 million in the first place and what else are you expecting, potentially, 
along the route? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The £300 million is a 
target for collection over a seven year period across Greater London.  We have checked that 
against the amount of development that we expect to occur.  That is the calculation that gets 
you through to the rates that are described in the document. 
 
The amount of land value increase that Crossrail will bring is a question that will have to get 
resolved at the time.  There have been previous studies.  There was a study of the Jubilee line 
extension.  It gets very difficult in areas such as central London because they are close to 
Crossrail but they are close to a lot of other things that are going on at the same time. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  I will give you an example.  Paddington is a major centre for Crossrail.  
We have suddenly heard of developments like the Cucumber on sites where no one has been 
interested, which is largely residential, clearly been sold on the process of proximity to all the 
connections from Paddington Station.  I am just wondering whether the enhanced value impacts 
there are going to be picked up in this CIL? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  In the Paddington 
area there will be two things that you will see.  The CIL will pick up the residential development 
and where there is commercial or retail development it will be picked up by the Mayors 
Section 106 policy for Crossrail which applies across the whole of the central zone and 
Docklands and which was taken through an examination in public 15 months ago. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  Another example is Tottenham Court Road.  Quite clearly if you look at 
the site from Centre Point there is probably scope for more office developments than is readily 
admitted. 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  Yes.  If you put the 
Section 106 policy in the central zone together with the CIL you will have an arrangement 
whereby offices near Tottenham Court Road will be charged at a significantly higher rate for 
their incremental development than residential would be in outer London. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  I am not sure that the local authority at the City of Westminster will 
take that perspective and it will be quite interested. 



 

 

 
John Biggs (Chairman):  I am pretty sure it will not! 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  That is why the 
Mayor has a policy across central London. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  I am always doubtful, Chairman, when I am asked to put real money into a 
proposition which has an intangible benefit at the end of it.  It reminds me a little bit of the 
debates we used to have around the Congestion Charge where there were all sorts of intangible 
benefits but what people saw at the end of the day was what they were going to pay every day 
to enter the zone.  It is quite a tough sell.  It is not a bad sell on my patch because we get 
something for it but I can understand the views of other people. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  The logic of your argument, Roger, is that you would never take 
anyone out for lunch by the way, but let’s not dwell on that. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  He doesn’t! 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  I do but I have just not invited you yet, Chairman. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  That is probably because you know the value of the intangible 
benefit! 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Yes, it would be very intangible I suspect!  The point of the argument is 
that perhaps a way of selling this to those other boroughs would be to say to them, ‚Look.  
When it’s your turn for Crossrail 2 or Bromley bus station or whatever, then we will use the same 
scheme to fund it and you will get something out of it‛.  Why isn’t TfL being more upfront and 
taking that approach?  It might save a lot of judicial reviews and problems. 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  As I said before, a 
policy option would be to raise a CIL for a wider variety of transport schemes.  That is an option 
open to the Mayor.  It is not the one that he is currently taking.  I imagine that that is 
something that people may have responded on in the consultation. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  OK.  A lot of your responses to us today have been to say, ‚This is what 
the legislation is.  We are restricted from doing more because that is the way it is drawn up.‛  Do 
you think this is another case of a piece of legislation which did not really take into account the 
special circumstances of London? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  That is a very good 
question because we have to try to work out the GLA and borough CILs together over the next 
two years.  We will only know at the end whether the legislation has been workable in London.  
Clearly from TfL, and indeed the GLA’s position, we aim to work extremely closely with 
boroughs so that, in terms of methodology and in terms of overall effect on viability, we come 
up with something that is practical and sensible. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Might it be worth us, in future, perhaps a couple of years down the line 
when we have seen how this works when the legislation is reviewed as it periodically is, using 
our experience to make a case for Government to perhaps consider allowing us to create more 
variation across London, rather than just basing it on ability to pay, which is effectively the 
situation we have at the moment, that recognises where the benefits are going to be felt? 
 



 

 

Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  The Government is 
proposing that there will be changes in the regulations.  It has also established a front runner’s 
group on which at least one, potentially two, of the boroughs will be represented, as well as the 
GLA and TfL.  There is an opportunity for a policy dialogue. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  When are they going to change the regulations? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  I believe the objective 
was one change before the Decentralisation and Localism Bill and one change afterwards. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  So the opportunity is perhaps there for us to get a fairer settlement, 
Chairman.  Perhaps the Committee would bear that in mind when we report on this? 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  That is a very useful contribution.  Does that stray into the question 
of extra territoriality - the good people of Maidenhead helping to pay for Crossrail, for example? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  That is an issue on 
which the Mayor has written to the Secretary of State for Transport. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  OK.  What do you do when you collect the £300 million and oneth 
pound?  Do you stop at that point? 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Divide it by 32! 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  That is, again, a good 
question.  The Mayor’s current intention is that he only wants to collect £300 million and only 
for Crossrail. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Although we have heard about the Nine Elms discussion. 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  Absolutely.  There 
will be other potential schemes in the future.  We are talking about a Mayor in seven or eight 
years’ time and the situation then may be different. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Ken Livingstone’s fourth term. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Heaven help us!  It is rather instructive to take the theory that 
major infrastructure helps us in total to then say therefore who should pay for it, geographically 
and also timely.  One issue that did not come out then is, if one has a 100 year asset that one is 
constructing, should one be seeking to finance it on a ten year timeframe.  I appreciate that you 
then have to factor in the financing cost if it takes you longer to raise the principal capital which 
is your point about what happens when the £300 million is there and can we spread it over a 
longer period of time.  Anyway, that was rather instructive. 
 
Can we go back to business rates then and dig into that in just a little bit more detail.  Your 
response to the Government consultation is quite helpful so perhaps you can talk to us about 
that.  I am really wanting to unpick.  Let’s start with the right mechanism.  You have come out 
strongly for the retained pool approach rather than the increased bonus, which is persuasive to 
me.  Can you set out in summary what the issues there are for us? 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  We have considered both the options.  We felt - 
this is shared by Government and local government generally - that the retained business rate 



 

 

model is far more effective.  It is a longer term model, it is more sustainable and it allows for 
more effective financial devolution.  Essentially, the business increased bonus was going back to 
the old Local Authority Business Growth Incentive Scheme (LABGIS) which became rather 
discredited and was very complex and confusing.  We were looking for something that is more 
transparent.  Local authorities could clearly see the benefits that they would get from economic 
growth in their area through the ability to retain the full benefit of that growth.  Clearly there 
are issues that need to be looked at around equalisation and needs and how a system might 
work in London if there was a devolved system. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Indeed.  You mentioned the LABGIS which was the previous 
Government’s relatively modest - picking up the Chairman’s point that everybody looks at this 
and moves a couple of inches on it.  Is that widely perceived not to have been a success?  Is 
there going to be an issue between the London-wide view in favour of a pool and possibly a 
borough view in favour of wanting to capture the increase in their area?  Is that a dynamic?  
Just as we have had a rather interesting discussion about Crossrail.  A good thing in theory until 
it hits a particular borough when people go, ‚Oh, well, maybe not‛.  Are we going to have the 
same thing on business rates where, in theory, let’s localise it to London but then individual 
boroughs will start to say, ‚Ah, but in our area that isn’t a good thing‛? 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  Inevitably there is that complex dynamic where 
you have got economic growth in London.  Is it down to the activities of a particular borough or 
boroughs working together or the activities of the Mayor or the business community working 
collectively?  Clearly those issues need to be scoped out and we are waiting for the 
Government’s terms of reference on the Local Government Resource Review, how it thinks it is 
likely to work and what the role of the GLA will be.  The Metropolitan Police Authority (MPA) 
and London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority (LFEPA) are also affected by funding from 
business rates because a large portion of their funding comes from that route. 
 
We are in discussions with London Councils about how a model might work.  It may well be that, 
in the first year or so, we see very little change from the current system.  Then it is a question of 
balancing out the need to ensure you are rewarding growth and business rates growth in a 
particular area as opposed to recognising the fact that the business rates, as well as funding 
infrastructure growth, are also funding policing, social care, libraries and other services which 
are important to Londoners; and how you balance out the factors of needs and deprivation 
versus incentivising growth.  There are a number of complex issues that need to be thought 
through.  We are talking about a system that did operate in London for decades before 1981 so 
we have a track record of operating a business rates pool in the capital. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Exactly.  I am going to ask you to go a step further.  Do you 
anticipate there being a London-wide versus local dynamic in this debate, from your 
conversations with London Councils and individual councils, or not? 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  Initially there is a London versus the rest of the 
country because there are some local authorities that are not particularly happy about that.  
There is the internal dynamic I accept as well, yes. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Sticking with my question.  Is there an issue here or isn’t 
there?  Give us a clue.  Are local councils likely to be of one view and the GLA of a different 
view or not?  Give us a sense of that debate. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Or are you making a joint submission for example? 
 



 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  It is obvious that there will 
be a potential for local boroughs to be disappointed if the resulting mechanism seems to them 
individually to lead to less income in future years.  That clearly is a risk that we will try to 
prevent.  We would like everyone to be a winner. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Yes.  In terms of consultation to Government and the changes, 
are we going to be in a position where the GLA is arguing for one model and London Councils, 
either collectively or individually, are going to be arguing for the different model?  I am trying to 
get some sense of -- 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  It is our intention that we would go to 
Government with a joint model we consider we can work with.  Clearly, London Councils and 
boroughs also have to form a view.  There is the debate we have in the GLA, there is the debate 
we have with London Councils, but boroughs will have their views as well and you may well find 
that Westminster and City of London may have different views to some outer London boroughs.  
It is a question of having those debates and discussions and trying to develop a model in 
principle that will allow us financial devolution and, therefore, develop a system that works for 
London, including a funding distribution model that works for London because we do not think 
the current system is putting resources where there are the assets. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  We will have to ask them about that. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Have you sat down with the boroughs and attempted to negotiate a 
joint position on this which keeps the fundamentalists - by which I mean Bromley of course - 
happy? 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Leave it at the level of the theory.  There is nothing behind 
this question.  I want to get a sense of the dynamics at play here. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Perhaps Martin Clarke can help? 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Yes. 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  It would be helpful to realise the debate 
on the retained business rate and the engagement with boroughs and London Councils and 
myself with borough Treasurers only started since January 2011.  We are at the foothills of that.  
Everyone recognises, as Martin has explained, there are going to be lots of different dynamics 
between boroughs and potentially between the GLA position and an individual borough.  There 
is a whole series of dialogue at meetings in train. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  We do not know.  It is early days but there could be a 
problem.  That is fine.  I am happy if that is the answer.  Then I wanted to go on to the rest of 
the country. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  It is just on that.  The perspective of the boroughs could be it is not just 
the GLA that creates economic development; the boroughs do it themselves.  If the borough has 
got a scheme that it has done itself that generated economic development in a borough or in a 
collection of boroughs and then the GLA comes along and says, ‚We want 50% of the proceeds 
of that‛, you can understand why there would be some resentment.  The GLA could sit back and 
say, ‚Wait for the cash to come in from the activity that the boroughs are delivering‛.  What 
would your response to the boroughs be if they said that? 
 



 

 

Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  There are a number of 
dynamics because it is not just the boroughs who might be aggrieved but businesses paying 
those business rates may also be aggrieved if they see that, as a result of their activity, the GLA 
group as a whole and boroughs are getting additional income.  There is always that tension. 
 
As we understand it, the Government’s current intention is not to allow the Mayor or individual 
boroughs to set the business rate which is an additional flexibility that we think would be 
helpful to London.  We have yet to see how constrained the new system will be. 
 
As I said before in my opening remarks, we need to see the terms of reference from the Local 
Government Resources Review and the extent to which they will give London government 
freedom to devise its own system or the extent to which we have a London pool and its system 
imposed on us.  The Government will probably set some parameters that we will have to live 
within. 
 
The Government’s track record is not great on this.  When it gave us the power to set the 
supplementary business rate it set it with such parameters that we were basically not able to 
change very many things about the scheme at all.  Lobbying for the freedom to decide how we 
utilise the additional £5.4 billion will be important.  It is the balance between businesses, 
borrowers and the GLA group which it is important to consider. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  This is a useful discussion.  Under the previous scheme which 
was borough based a) the GLA got no money and b) it did not really work.  I suspect this will 
turn into the classic one as to whether we hang together as a city against the rest of the country 
or whether we descend into worrying about our back yard and miss -- 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  I am not sure that is a universal interpretation of this -- 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  I am only speaking for myself - not for the Committee and 
certainly not for you.  The question of the National Non Domestic Rates multiplier - in other 
words the freedom to be able to set the rate locally - is a prize worth fighting for but there is no 
way it is going to agree to 33 different business rates in London.  It might agree, if we can make 
a strong enough case, for one.  Again, in my view, this is another example where we either 
descend into squabbling among ourselves or we get a London-wide view.  Sorry, Chairman, I do 
know we are under time pressure.  Finally, what are the next steps?  What is the time or the 
consultation responses?  What do we need to do? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  The next step is a certain 
amount of waiting.  We set out our stall very clearly in the submission to the Government.  We 
are now waiting for the Local Government Resources Review to embark.  We assume that that 
will involve consultation with us and, to a certain extent, we will play by the Government’s rules 
that it sets out at that point in time.  If there is a significant delay, more than a few more weeks 
from here, we would probably have to ratchet up our lobbying again. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  All right. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  From the Chair can I suggest that it might be the case the Assembly 
can say something useful on this.  I sense that there is a reasonable agreement across the 
different groups on this issue as well.  In simple terms it is about people getting their act 
together and making sure that we do not end up asking for something which creates such 
concert that nothing actually ever happens.  It is about recognising the rights of the boroughs 
as much as of City Hall but that will vary.  It is about principles. 



 

 

 
I wanted to make one other point.  I agree with Mr Boff.  Maybe I will be a dissident from the 
Committee on this, like Mr Boff is often.  One of the inadvertent consequences of nationalising 
the business rates back in the 1970s was that it disincentivised local authorities from taking 
anything like the interest in economic development that they previously had.  That has always 
stuck in my mind as quite a powerful point.  It is not universally the case but it may be 
something that we could think about.  Would Members be agreeable to, offline, talking about 
whether we can agree a line on this?  Yes?  OK.  Darren? 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  Thank you.  Besides the TIF and the CIL which we have now looked at 
in detail there are numerous other alternative models for funding the infrastructure projects 
being put forward as alternatives to private sector funding.  Are you actively looking at those 
and, if so, which ones? 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  We are looking at a variety of options.  Again, in 
a sense, we are constrained by the Local Government Act 2003.  The Government is looking at 
the current legislation as part of looking at TIF as to how authorities could be given more 
flexibility and freedoms.  Ultimately, we are having regard to it as council tax payers and looking 
at the best schemes, the most cost effective and those that deliver the best outcome at 
minimum cost.  We are looking at those options but it is really us testing against alternative 
such as our usual funding source, the Public Works Loan Board, or, alternatively, issuing local 
authority bonds, which is one thing we have indicated we are looking at in relation to Crossrail. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  There have been suggestions from some quarters that funding from 
the Green Investment Bank could be accessed or the Institute of Civil Engineers have proposed 
a national infrastructure investment bank operating along similar lines as the Green Investment 
Bank.  The new local government network has proposed pooling local authority reserves and 
pension funds as a fund that could be accessed.  Are you looking at these options and helping 
them? 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  They are all options that we are looking at and 
considering and measuring them against the alternative sources we already have available, 
which is the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB), which is, compared to some of those sources, 
often the more cost effective and cheapest route.  We are not ruling anything out at this stage. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  Are you more predisposed to any of these options at the moment or 
think some are so impossibly unrealistic that you -- 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  A lot of them are at early stages and we need to 
look at the impact of potential changes in legislation that might give us more freedom and 
flexibility around this.  They are additional sources of potential funding but we need to look at 
the risks and rewards and make sure that we are getting the best deal for the project and 
protecting the interests of the council tax payer and borrow the money at the most cost 
effective rate through the best route. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  So you have not done any detailed feasibility work on whether any of 
these individual proposals would work? 
 
Martin Mitchell (Finance Manager, GLA):  Some of them are at very early stages in terms of 
the proposals that come forward.  We are looking at them and I am sure central government is 
in the context of the Resources Review. 
 



 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Mr Gallie might have something to add to this? 
 
David Gallie (Assistant Director of Finance):  The distinction it is important to draw here is 
between the source of finance as against whether that is a genuinely a new source of money.  In 
terms of our access to alternative financing sources the question is: is it genuinely new and does 
it bring new money to the table.  There is a distinction we need to draw between what we are 
doing in raising money from PWLB or bonds or as against new funds that are coming onstream. 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  That is a point to make. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  There is one area which none of these proposals really touch: 
brownfield sites.  The example that people spend a lot of time thinking about - Battersea Power 
Station - has been left for 30 years because, presumably, it is permissible under business rate 
valuations.  Are there any reforms on that front which are worth looking at which would at least 
get developers moving sites on, rather than waiting for a bigger pie which is given by planning 
consent? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Sorry, Murad.  I missed the 
…? 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  Brownfield sites.  Most of the assumption of the CIL and the TIF and 
whatever is the future pie being bigger, based on planning consents.  If we go to the example 
that was used at the beginning, Battersea Power Station has been lying for 30 years.  Is there no 
mechanism that we are looking at which gets developers looking immediately at the site, rather 
than waiting for the day when this big development will occur? 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  There are two bits 
here.  You can incentivise developers by increasing the tax that they would pay on a brownfield 
site.  The difficulty about that is it does not, in itself, create money where that site can only be 
unlocked by a new piece of infrastructure. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  The reality is, coming back to Battersea Power Station, that has 
changed hand several times, from Chinese businessmen to the Irish at the moment.  It is likely to 
continue whatever happens to that site if you go by the 30 years that it has lain derelict. 
 
Julian Ware (Principal, Corporate Finance, Transport for London):  If that value was very 
much larger then it would be much easier for the developer to fund the Northern line extension 
on its own. 
 
I am saying that things that drive down the land value, in that case, might make the 
redevelopment more difficult and require more funding from public bodies to go into it. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  There is a case for land value taxation.  If Dave Wetzel was still Deputy 
Chair of TfL I am sure he would be putting that case in response to the Government. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Would you recommend the Mayor appoints him as an adviser?!  Shall 
we move on?  Can I collectively express our gratitude for your excellent evidence.  It is quite a 
technical issue but it is very useful foundation building and we will do one or two things on the 
back of it.  We may call you back. 
 
Shall we move on to our next section.  This is about the establishment of London & Partners.  
We are now creating this single rolled together promotional agency.  Why is the replacement of 



 

 

all the different agencies by a single one thought to be the best option?  Why does that make 
sense? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  To rewind, as you know, the 
Promote London Council over its last few sessions - and in fact over the last year and a half - 
aimed to identify how best to come up with improved ways to promote London internationally 
and domestically.  It was at that stage that it was identified that, whilst the existing agencies 
were doing some very good work in their distinct niche audiences - visitors, students and 
foreign direct investment - the reality is that far more could be achieved by integrating the 
promotional strategies into one.  Having a set of coordinated and integrated compelling 
propositions, having one agency that played a coordination role amongst London stakeholders 
in both the public sector and the private sector, ensuring that there was one common brand 
platform but, more importantly, that London had one single coherent and confident voice for 
promotion.  That is, essentially, the rationale behind the concept. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It may be a smart way of covering up cuts in funding? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  No.  It is interesting.  If you 
look at the models of a number of other cities there are always pros and cons for something like 
this.  The reality is that if you have different audiences with responsibility for messaging you are 
sending out, potentially, some very distinct messages out to our key audiences.  Audiences are 
not one and the same.  A foreign direct investment potential target for London is also a 
potential visitor and can also, potentially, send his or her children to London so having a 
disparity of messages is something that, if it is done badly, could have a massive impact. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  I did hear various grumbles down the years particularly about Visit 
London.  It used to get bad press on occasions.  It did improve its performance, in my 
perception, but I never heard a great upswell that said these operations must be abolished.  It 
came out of the outfield.  Can you tell us a bit about the thinking that lay behind this, the 
consultation where you actively lobbied to do this? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  It was identified.  As I said 
earlier the main issue was that it was clearly identified that a far better job could be done to 
integrate the work.  That is what is behind this.  The existing agencies have done a very good 
job over the years but that is not to say that it cannot be done more effectively and that is not 
to say that more effort could be put in place to showcase London with more ambition.  That is 
what we are trying to do here.  We are not rewriting, we are not creating something new from 
scratch, we are building on some good work and we are keeping existing core activity and 
bringing it together. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  In essence it is a delivery vehicle.  Presumably in putting together the 
different organisations you have worked out the thinking behind it.  Is it to make things better 
than the past or is it, as the Chairman says, just a cobbling together because we have had 
budget cuts and reductions?  Tell us some of the principles where you think this delivery vehicle 
can be different from in the past and be stronger and more effective in outcomes but - 
accepted - on reduced money. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Let me pick, for example, 
foreign direct investment and business tourism.  This is about attracting new international 
companies into London on the one hand and attracting major conferences and major business 
meetings into London.  The reality is that you have got business development teams right now 
in each of the organisations who are targeting international companies who might be thinking 



 

 

of expanding over here or having a big conference, speaking to the same kind of people but 
doing so representing two very different organisations.  There is a natural synergy there already 
where a business development call to the head of an international conglomerate might be able 
to lead to two leads straight in or the business tourism opportunity might then, two years down 
the line, leverage into the foreign direct investment and vice versa.  That is an example. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Let’s just follow that because one of the weaknesses of the past is about 
when you get those contacts you hand them over to whom?  What is the strong client here on 
the GLA, the residual London Development Agency (LDA), or what is the strong relationship 
that is going to be different back in the boroughs if there is multi tasking?  Are you expecting 
to hold on to this business inquiry and see it through to the end in one seamless process or are 
you going to pass it on to others to deal with?  How does it work? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  The great strength of having 
a new integrated strategy is that if you think of the business development efforts the new 
agency will have responsibility for winning the clients.  The entire process from lead generation 
to calling, whether it is cold calling or following up on the client opportunity, to winning that 
client to London, whether it is contestable or not, and ensuring that, in terms of aftercare, that 
potential client has everything it needs, that it does not suddenly fly off and go to Paris or 
Amsterdam or whatever it might be, there will be a stage after which the agency does not hold 
on to that relationship going forward.  In the case of an international company there comes a 
point where you have won it, you have put an element of aftercare in and it needs to go 
somewhere else.  It is at that stage that we would look to plug that company into a London 
business community. 
 
Right now what we are doing is talking to the sub regional partnerships to see how best we can 
engage with them and ensure that they are able to receive -- 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Chairman, we ought to be clear on these issues of governance and stuff like 
that.  Who is your shareowner then or are there shareholders? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Of the organisation? 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Yes.  Who is the trump card if you go doolally and the Board goes?  Who is 
the shareholder in this case?  Who do you think it is? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  In terms of actual 
governance structure or in terms of who is …? 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  It is not really a governance structure.  Who can direct you if you need 
directing?  You have clearly got a Board on a day to day basis.  You have got a semi joint 
venture but we are not sure what the private sector is going to put in or not.  We have got a 
track record in Visit London where it has put in some money that we can benchmark against.  
Who is your shareholder? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Let me answer in two ways if 
I may.  Firstly, in terms of governance structure, as of right now, as of today, the Mayor is the 
sole member of this agency.  Over the next two to three weeks, possibly less than that, we will 
be looking to bring on a number of, possibly three or four, member shareholders who will 
represent the totality of the London offering; the various audiences I have mentioned.  These 
would be business organisations that we are talking to right now representing, as I say -- 
 



 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Selected by the Mayor? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  The Board is inviting right 
now. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  On Nolan principles or on private sector principles? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  On private sector principles.  
It is up to the potential members to decide whether they want to join or not. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Who took that decision, whether it was Nolan principles or private sector 
issues, considering you are really like a local authority company at the moment?  We are putting 
the money in aren’t we?  The public sector is putting the lump sum of money in.  Who took that 
decision?  Just to help you in finding out who takes these decisions on our behalf with our 
money. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  I suppose the principle here 
is what this is ultimately.  Ultimately, this is a private public commercial organisation that to 
exist and to be able to carry out its activity is receiving a grant from the GLA. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Substantial grant. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Absolutely.  Without it, 
clearly, there would be no tourism and foreign direct investment (FDI) activity. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  At the moment, in the interim, you are selecting these individuals that are 
going to lead down the path now and nurture this money on our behalf.  Presumably the Mayor 
has the veto over who goes onto this Board or not?  In the initial stages?  He will not in the 
future I presume. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  No. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  It is certainly true that the 
Mayor and his Chief of Staff [Sir Simon Milton] and Economic Advisor, Anthony Browne, are 
very aware of the shareholders who have been approached.  The control from the GLA side is 
exercised by the Mayor having the ability to appoint representatives to the Board through 
annual funding agreements that will stipulate the conditions on which the £14 million per 
annum will be spent and on an agreed corporate plan and three year strategy that the agency 
will set out for consultation with us and the GLA and, indeed, with yourselves.  I think you have 
had an early draft. 
 
The definite intention of the Mayor was not to control the agency so closely that it was not able 
to take its own decisions and, in particular, tactical decisions on where to focus marketing 
efforts and particular tourism markets.  There is a balance between the amount of control that 
the Mayor wanted to exercise and the amount of freedom and independence that he wanted to 
give to the new company.  I guess we are still in the process of establishing the new company 
and its shareholders and there is still an element of negotiation about that that is taking place. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Can I follow up on the ownership and governance.  The new 
vehicle is a company limited by guarantee.  The Mayor is the current member but with new ones 
coming in.  Presumably in the Memorandum and Articles of Association in terms of the objective 
of the company, in the event of it ceasing to be trading, there is a successor clause in terms of 



 

 

where the assets go to?  The reason I am concerned, apart from Len’s question of ultimately 
who is in charge around here, is we are vesting in this new separate legal entity the London 
brand are we not?  The promotional brand is going to come across to you so this new separate 
entity that the Mayor will cease to control when these new members come on board will, 
nonetheless, own the new London brand. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Just on the brand.  The 
brand is clearly worthless to the new organisation if the Mayor and the GLA decide that it does 
not want to use that brand going forward.  The only value to the agency of the brand is that it is 
the brand of City Hall.  Therefore, what we are saying is that the new agency, because of its 
marketing capability, will be able to execute that brand.  If you think about what has happened 
over the last few months a brand, an identity, has been created.  What it now needs is an 
execution and that is what the agency, because of its capability, will be able to do.  If that brand 
happened to change six months down the line it does not really affect us.  The agency owns the 
intellectual property of something that is relevant at the time.  That would be the end of it. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  In a best case scenario everybody works together and it is fine 
but in a worst case scenario the separate agency, no longer controlled by here, is executing the 
implementation of the London brand, perhaps in a way that a new Mayor would not mind, for 
example. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  I am not totally sure the current Mayor is that happy with the 
London brand. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Whatever.  Let’s not tie it to personalities but simply, if there 
was a difference of opinion, there is quite a high threshold for London in the shape of the GLA 
to then create a new brand and invest in all of that versus this central entity.  Maybe we are 
getting into too much detail but, if we are to create a separate vehicle and empower the private 
sector to come in, because we need it given this issue, we do at least, in terms of the small print, 
have some residual powers, some control.  
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  We will come back to you 
on the small print.  Certainly the intention is that the agency will adopt the Mayor’s brand.  Not 
develop its own brand but hold up the Mayor’s brand and execute it. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Why was that the case?  Are you telling me that is part of the agreement in 
terms of the money that we are handing over?  That is what we need to understand about what 
levers are going to be pulled and where. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  No, exactly. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  It is very much part of that 
grant agreement. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  That will be part of the 
grant agreement that is being drafted.  We specify what the brand is and the agency will 
execute that brand. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Am I right that the presumption is that the Board of this new 
company will be private sector dominated?  Is that right? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Yes. 



 

 

 
Andrew Boff (AM):  Chairman, I am confused as to what we are talking about here when we 
are talking about the brand.  What brand are we talking about?  Are we talking about the Mayor 
of London or are we talking about London as a concept?  As far as I can see you can come up 
with your own branding for London as a concept to bring people in.  Are you trying to sell the 
GLA to people? 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It is a very useful question.  Can you clarify this?  There was quite a 
sizeable chunk of work led by the GLA over the last few years into something called the London 
brand.  We have become a little bit confused collectively as to where it has quite led to but it 
has, presumably, led to a product which is going to be owned by this new company.  Is that 
right? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  This is something that the 
agency has been executing.  I emphasise the word executing.  Let me give you the backdrop.  It 
sounds like you have not seen any of the visual identity of what we are talking about. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  The whole thing is rather murky in our experience. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  The best way that I can 
describe this is how you spell out the word London in all of the promotional material and 
collateral that is created for promotional purposes.  The project that has been led out of here for 
the last few months concluded that the best way to bring the word London to life was by using 
the existing Visit London typeface.  If you can imagine now what Visit London looks like, it is 
the London concept using that. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Right.  This is a side issue which we might want to come back to on 
another occasion but it is not our main reason for speaking to you today.  There was another 
project called the London brand which was led by part of the core GLA which seemed to cost a 
lot of money - seemed to get a bit tangled up - which seemed to appoint someone and there 
was some contention about whether the process of appointment was totally uncontroversial.  
The brand that that came up with, if there was one, is not the brand you are now talking about.  
Is that right?  Perhaps Mr Skinner can clarify? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  I think it is.  If I can explain 
this in a different way.  Are you all aware of what the Visit London identity looks like?  If you 
forget the Visit part and you just concentrate on the London part, that is spelt in a certain way, 
it has got the right space between each letter etc etc - the sort of thing the branding people 
would put in a guidebook.  If the new organisation for all of this collateral and material, when it 
is talking to all the various audiences I have mentioned, decided that actually it is going to spell 
London in black, in italics, underlined etc, then that has no resonance with what has been 
created here over the last few months.  All we are saying is that it will look exactly the same as 
what has been created in the last few months. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Your company will adopt the brand used by Visit London?  Just to 
clarify my feeble mind, that is different from this thing called the London brand which was a 
project costing several hundreds of thousand pounds in the last few years within City Hall to 
define a new brand here.  Is that right?  Can Mr Clarke help us?  No? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  I have not got any recollection about 
this. 
 



 

 

Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Sorry.  This is not really what 
-- 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It is not your expertise is it?  There was a piece of work we looked at 
briefly.  Maybe we need to look at it again. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Chairman, there might well be a budget issue around the London brand 
because it does feature quite importantly and the work is one of inheritance, rather than one 
that is being commissioned.  Who knows because the next thing in your agreement, Chairman 
with all due respect, is how do we know they are not going to rip up that brand and start again, 
redoing the brand.  I just want to get beyond a bit more of this balance between freedom to 
operate and freedom to not be efficient or to do those issues.  That is why I did not quite 
understand why the Mayor does not want to appoint the Chair, albeit from the private sector, 
for the future rather than just the one off.  This organisation will select its own Chair in the 
future.  Tell me.  Explain.  How do we appoint new Board Members?  How do we get rid of 
Board Members if they do something naughty? Or don’t we? -. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  If you think of the 
practicalities, what you are saying is, six months down the line, everything you have seen from 
this organisation seems terrible and does not really address the imperatives that you think 
should be addressed by its money - what can you do?  The reality is that you can choose to turn 
the tap off whenever you want. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Hold on.  That is a big step isn’t it?  That is really nuclear.  There is big 
money at stake, peoples’ jobs, a  big sector of London’s economy.  Is that the only button that I 
can essentially press? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  If I can give you extracts of 
the current governance arrangements? 
 

“The Board of Directors shall at all times comprise up to two Executives who shall be 
appointed by the decision of the Directors as Executive Directors, with the consent of the 
Mayor, two Non-Executive Directors, including the Chair, who shall be appointed by the 
Mayor and eight Non-Executive Directors who shall be recommended by the Directors and 
appointed by the Members.” 

 
Those are the current governance arrangements in place for the appointments of the Chair. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It is like a Board with several tiers to it? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Yes. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  You have a Board of ten Members, or Non-Executives.  The two 
appointed by the Mayor cannot be sacked by the eight appointed by the two.  It is a bit like the 
MPA where, because the Chairman is appointed by the Mayor, the other Members do not -- 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  There are also other 
Members. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  OK.  Is that a bit clearer?  From the tax payers’ point of view the 
Mayor gives this organisation £14 million a year.  There must be strings attached to that and 
they are through annually negotiating -- 



 

 

 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Annual agreements.  Part of 
the annual agreement will be the agency setting out its corporate plan for the forthcoming year, 
as part of its longer term strategy, which we would have to sign off on. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Would Members be happy if I was to write to whoever it is - maybe it 
is our Acting Chief Executive - to ask what happened with this London brand project?  If the 
conclusion we spent £500,000 or something on a London brand, as a result of which we decided 
to use the brand that was already with Visit London, that might be an interesting conclusion.  
There may be some other conclusion as well we could reach from that.  Would Members be 
happy if I did that? 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Chairman, it may be appropriate that you refer it back to the Economic 
Development, Culture, Sport and Tourism Committee (EDCST) or you choose to do it yourself.  
You might want to look at this agreement to comment on it to see whether there is any 
additional things that ought to go in it, or not, to protect an interest in the £14 million. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Yes. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  We would be very happy to 
share that. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Chairman, can I make one 
quick observation?  I outlined the nuclear option because I think it is important to understand 
that there is a nuclear option.  Clearly the success of this organisation is predicated on a good 
ongoing relationship that starts with the grant agreement that is monitored quarterly and has 
the right framework in place in terms of the relationship. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  What is the biggest risk of loss from the abolition of the three 
previous organisations? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Generally in terms of activity 
etc? 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It is solving all sorts of problems but what problem is it causing? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Like anything, when you are 
bringing three organisations together that have done something for a very long time in a certain 
way, the stakeholder risk is one that I would identify as being primary in the sense that 
stakeholders compose relevant people in both public and private sectors, potential clients, 
potential visitors, potential students etc etc.  I would say that the potential for loss has been 
more as a result of the uncertainty that has surrounded this project over the last few months 
because the uncertainty of knowing whether it had funding or not was what was really worrying 
stakeholders.  Once the decision was made that funding was there then the worry changed 
slightly from, ‚Right, well at least there’s going to be activity, so now prove to me that this joint 
activity is going to be done in the right way‛. 
 
Based on anecdotal evidence from talking to stakeholders and all of the various audiences, what 
they are concerned about is making sure that what was good activity continues, that we do not 
drop the ball in any of the key markets and any of the key segments and that reputationally we 
have a good organisation that promotes London. 
 



 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  Mr Skinner, can you help us with this?  Presumably when the 
decision was made to set this thing up - there may have been various other factors - ideological 
or whatever - there must have been a risk analysis which said, ‚This is what is wrong.  This is 
what can be solved.  These are the risks that flow from this course of action‛.  Are you able to 
share that with us? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  I am sure there is much 
documentation that we can share which would include assessment of risk, yes. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  That would be very helpful.  Shall we move on to the next question: 
Andrew Boff? 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  Can you tell me what additional funding you are expecting to be able to 
lever from the GLA’s £14 million annual investment? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Private sector income clearly 
is key, not just to launch year one, year two, year three and year four money but to the future 
of the organisation because who knows what the funding envelope will look like in four year’s 
time.  It is clearly very important to make sure that we do leverage that. 
 
We are being incredibly conservative right now with the ability to raise income and I think it is 
the right thing to do.  Whilst the signals are all the right signals from the wider stakeholder base, 
the reality is that we cannot prove that over the next two months 100% of the sorts of people 
who would have funded the previous organisations will get the invoice and do the same again.  
What we are looking at at the moment, on a conservative basis as I say, is to raise £1.3 million in 
cash contribution in year one and £1.9 million in terms of match funding contribution to 
promotional activity.  This is where there is a marketing campaign and a number of private 
sector firms decided they want to be part of that marketing campaign and, therefore, will match 
fund. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  Right.  Sorry.  The figures I have got are slightly different from that.  It 
says the match funding is the £1.3 million.  Match funding and sponsorship is £1.35 million and 
private sector and non-grant funding is £1.9 million.  What I was going to ask you is what the 
difference is between those?  I am still not sure.  That is under the draft business plan. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  I am happy to come back 
and confirm properly but, to my mind, it is the figures that I have got here. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  OK.  Those two sections of external funding.  Match funding is a specific 
campaign.  Some of it is overall funding from other organisations. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Let me explain.  The cash 
contribution is based on the previous models that the organisations had where they run 
membership schemes.  Visit London has in excess of 700 members ranging from large hotel 
groups and airlines to restaurants and museums, whatever it might be.  They, over the years, 
have paid an amount of money, a membership fee, to be able to be part of the wider activity of 
the organisation.  It runs a membership scheme for hundreds of players across London.  That is 
a cash contribution on a yearly basis.  Thinks London has exactly the same. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  New York’s performance with its, admittedly tourist agency, not its 
economic development agency, has generated half of its £25 million through sponsorship and 



 

 

external funding.  If you manage to get to that kind of level what is going to happen to the 
£14 million?  Are you going to spend more or are they going to get some back? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  The first thing I would say it 
that it would be very difficult to get to the New York level because the organisation, NYC, and 
the company owns a number of assets that allows it to be able to raise that funding.  It owns 
advertising assets.  It is able to leverage ownership in TV and radio channels within the five 
boroughs in New York.  It has an ability to raise big money that this organisation, as it stands, 
will not be able to do. 
 
What I would say to you is if - and I would be very surprised - in the first couple of years this is 
such a success that the organisation is able to raise £10 million or £15 million through private 
sector contribution then of course the conversation would need to be had.  The whole point of 
why we are doing this at the moment is because we think that there is a market failure and we 
need public sector funding to be able to promote tourism and FDI etc.  It would have to be 
reviewed. 
 
To finish very briefly, our overall ambition is to make sure that we are able to rebalance the 
funding model. 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  It is absolutely right to use public funds to invest where there is market 
failure.  The trouble is when you invest public funds all of a sudden the money is there and you 
do not have an incentive to address that market failure; you have an incentive to carry on taking 
public funds.  I want to know whether or not, within the DNA of the organisation, there is a 
need to generate those external funds.  If we take, for example, the Paris Convention.  That is a 
much smaller budget than you are asking for.  It runs its entire operation on a much smaller 
amount and there is more match funding.  We are not going to be behind the world’s large cities 
in terms of dumping public money into this organisation constantly.  We have an objective do 
we? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Yes.  To pick up on your 
comment of is it in the DNA of the organisation, it is worth reminding ourselves that the 
uncertainty of funding over the last six to nine months has left the existing organisations pretty 
scarred where they anticipated that they were going to be wound up and have no future despite 
the fact that they had significant private sector contributions, but not enough.  That experience 
will be very much at the core of where we are right now in terms of taking it forward. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Do you accept Mr Boff’s figures for Paris and New York and so on?  
Is there a like-for-like comparison? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Paris I cannot comment on.  
On Paris we are talking, as I understand it, on business tourism which is a different model 
altogether.  Here we are bringing a number of things together which is much wider. 
 
New York I do accept but it is incredibly important to realise that the asset base that New York 
has means that it can raise that level of funding. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Like for like comparisons are always quite difficult.  Mr Boff, do you 
have any more questions? 
 
Andrew Boff (AM):  No, that is it.  That is what I want. 
 



 

 

John Biggs (Chairman):  OK.  Murad Qureshi? 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  We are looking here now at the transfer of staff and assets, Danny.  
Could you tell us what proportion of the roles of the existing organisations will be incorporated 
in the final London & Partners structure? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Yes.  I will have to keep this 
at a very high level because under the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) 
Regulations (TUPE) all staff from the existing organisation will be coming together on 
1 April 2011 and at the beginning of April 2011 there will be a proposed structure that will go 
out to consultation within the new organisation within London & Partners.  It is difficult for me, 
right now at this moment, to be able to give you final figures. 
 
What I would say to you is that, if you aggregate on the levels of staff across the various 
organisations as well as the international promotion delivery that the LDA had when these 
various contracts were in place and you look at what the resulting proposed organisation 
structure will be during April 2011, there will be a likely reduction of around 30%. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  OK.  I understand the circumstances.  Can I look at one aspect on the 
international promotion and particularly the offices out there?  Having had a look at the 
business plan, which was sent to us last night, under five: synergies and efficiencies, I notice you 
have got China and the United States of America, but I do not see India, for example.  What has 
happened there? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  In terms of …? 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  Presence. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  In terms of presence the 
LDA will no longer have a presence in India.  The sole presence in India right now is the existing 
Think London presence that London & Partners is taking on. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  There will not be any -- 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Sorry, the London & 
Partners is taking on the Think London representation in India. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  I wanted to be sure it marries the Mayor’s view who, in his Daily 
Telegraph column, said quite clearly, ‚Surely we can lasso that rampaging Indian bullock and get 
some more traction for Britain‛.  I want to be sure that that emphasis is being continued. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  The existing Think London 
presence in India, in Mumbai, becomes part of London & Partners.  It is a very important part of 
the overall lead generation activity that the existing organisation carries out and needs to 
continue. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  Does that include Delhi? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  No. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  It is just in Mumbai? 
 



 

 

Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  It is just in Mumbai. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  OK.  I have pursued that in Mayor’s Question Times.  I will not do it 
here.  Can I come to China then?  What is the situation there? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  The situation in China.  I will 
break it down into LDA, GLA and the existing activity that London & Partners is picking up.  
Within Shanghai the LDA activity is ceasing.  There will be no LDA office in Shanghai.  The LDA 
presence in Beijing continues.  Right now there are a number of conversations taking place to 
make sure that that reflects the priorities of the GLA going forward.  In terms of the Think 
London presence, which is what London & Partners is taking on, there is a presence of one 
person in Shanghai and two people in Beijing.  That is what is coming into the new organisation. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  OK.  Can you tell me how much was spent on promoting London at the 
Shanghai expo? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Sorry.  I will probably have to 
come back to you on that. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  As you can imagine it is an answer I actually know.  I hear something 
like £2 million.  Does that make any sense, closing down an office in Shanghai - which is the 
financial and business capital of China - after you have spent that kind of money in an expo 
promoting London? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  I will not comment on the 
actual expenditure.  I cannot comment on the figures.  In terms of a presence in Shanghai and 
work being picked up and taken forward that is continuing because all the promotional effort 
will be undertaken by the Shanghai office of London & Partners. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Will there be any overseas offices funded and staffed other than 
through this organisation then? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  Brussels. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  The Brussels office will be the only one.  Any future presence in 
China or in India or anywhere else will have to go through this company in future? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  My understanding is that 
the current LDA representative in Beijing will continue.  There are difficulties with transferring 
his contract from the LDA to the GLA but the intention is to keep that post going indefinitely in 
Beijing.  That is my current understanding. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Yes, I believe that is the 
case.  That is not London & Partners. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  Can I just pursue my line of thinking? 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Before you pursue that, it might be useful for us, outside the 
meeting, asking for a simple balance sheet that tells us which assets and funding streams are 
going into this organisation so we can get some idea of where the money is going and coming 
from.  Would Members be happy with that?  
 



 

 

Murad Qureshi (AM):  It seems in India you are pursuing an office in the business capital, 
Mumbai, but in China you are pursing the office in the political capital.  It just does not make 
sense. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  No.  The existing 
representation that Think London has in Shanghai continues and continues under the guise of 
London & Partners.  This is about rationalising and making it more efficient.  If you think of 
what has happened in Shanghai over the last few years you have had somebody with an LDA 
business card and somebody with a Think London business card promoting, essentially, the 
same thing.  What we are saying is that, from a promotional and business perspective, there will 
be one business card and there will be one person. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  The reality is it is all coming out of a British Counsel office.  
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  OK.  Again, if this is a genuine new private public partnership are 
you bringing the London First overseas assets into your organisation? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  We are trying to leverage 
everything.  It is not just the -- 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  The Cities overseas offices as well? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  It is not just the private 
sector players but it is also public sector.  We are talking with UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) 
right now about is there a different way of doing this?  Should that person be wearing the 
London hat but be housed within the Consular offices etc?  These are live conversations that we 
are having at the moment. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  From a City Hall perspective it seems a bit blurry at present.  We are 
creating this thing but it is not at all clear where it is going. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Can I clarify something, Chairman.  The LDA person in Shanghai is going to 
become a GLA employee? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Beijing. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  Sorry.  Beijing.  In Shanghai we are going to have a different role.  Why 
don’t we transfer the Beijing person to Think London? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  I will comment on the 
Chinese machinery about how business is done.  I am sure many others will probably have the 
same view or a more informed view.  Shanghai is the business capital and it is all about having 
the business connections.  Beijing is about being close to the party and having the right 
connections into the Government machinery.  They are very distinct and if you do not have one 
you will not raise the other. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  In a sense that person in Beijing is just as much a resource to you in terms 
of your activity and is as important to you as it is to the GLA. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  They will both be able to 
work together closely and leverage opportunities.  That is the idea. 
 



 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  What I am trying to point out, Chairman, is the inter connections between 
other activities that may not be over and above the £14 million that you need access to do your 
business. 
 
Can I go back to an earlier point that you said about TUPE.  I understand that in relation to LDA 
employees, wasn’t Visit London a separate entity or were they on LDA contracts or GLA 
contracts?  What is the TUPE with Visit London? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  The TUPE is that we are 
continuing the activity.  The TUPE is based on the fact -- 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  TUPE to us is not about continuing the activity, which is a given, albeit in 
reduced circumstances.  TUPE to us was about payments to staff and their terms and 
conditions.  Not continuing activity. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It is also about people being public employees de facto. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  When they come to you, you TUPE, you will be paying them on the same 
level of terms and conditions for a year.  That is what TUPE means to us.  Not continuing the 
activity. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Sorry.  The reason why I 
raised that is because both Think London and Visit London are both private sector 
organisations. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  That is right.  There are no TUPE implications except you are seeking to 
take those staff over to the new organisation -- 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  There is TUPE. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  There is TUPE?  Why?  It is in the private sector context. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  What happens is that you 
are creating an organisation that will carry out the same activity as the previous organisations 
were carrying out.  Under TUPE that means that - just to break it down very simply - if 
somebody in London & Partners is carrying out leisure campaign promotion in North America 
and there is already one person previously in the organisation who used to do that, they have 
full TUPE rights. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  From a private sector organisation to another private sector organisation? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  That is funded by the public 
sector, yes. 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  That is funded by the public sector. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Precisely.  That is the thing. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  We talked about Visit London and Think London.  Study London.  
What is happening there? 
 



 

 

Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Study London.  I probably 
have not mentioned it as much as I should.  Not for any reason but it is clearly a smaller project.  
There are currently two people undertaking higher education promotion within London.  We are 
currently in discussions with London Higher to come up with what we think would be the right 
solution, which is a secondment of those two members of staff into the new organisation.  It will 
give us a year, say, to figure out exactly where the synergies are between the various audiences. 
 
We also want to make sure - and this is important - we represent the totality of the high quality 
student offer within London.  We are working to make sure that that is the case.  We do not 
want to just concentrate on a few select members. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  OK.  That makes some sense.  The big factor is the fees.  Whilst we 
have seen the trebling of fees for domestic students, is something similar happening with 
foreign students and is that going to affect all this in your business? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  It is clearly going to have an 
impact.  Absolutely.  Based on my understanding it is still too early to be able to -- 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  Have you done any assessment?  I have asked this question to the 
Mayor and I have not got very satisfactory results.  The business case, quite honestly, is what we 
are looking at. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  My understanding is that Study London is about promoting London 
as a destination for overseas students? 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Correct. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  I should declare I am a University Governor currently.  I cannot think 
why actually: it must have been a misjudgement. 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  I am trying to find out what the impact is. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  I am sure there is an anxiety in the higher education community that 
this is such a small fraction of this new organisation, which is now being driven by overwhelming 
private sector interests, that it might get squeezed out and marginalised.  These are factors that 
need to be considered by the EDCST Committee.  We are looking more at the good 
management of GLA resources.  Can we move on? 
 
Murad Qureshi (AM):  That was what I was going to end with. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Can you tell us how the new arrangements are going to ensure 
accountability?  Accountability through the LDA used to be a little bit opaque in the past. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  It does not sound that much clearer from the Chair at the moment 
actually.  Go on. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  This is an opportunity for the Committee to be reassured. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  I think it was more opaque 
in the past because the relationship between the GLA and the LDA, the LDA and Visit London 
and the LDA and Think London and the relationship with the project funded by the GLA called 
Study London that sat within another organisation called London Higher, those arrangements 



 

 

were extremely opaque.  Having one agency which brings the whole promotional effort means 
that you can, as you are doing now, interrogate the Chief Executive, the Chair and the Board.  
That is a point of accountability through to the GLA and will improve the overall scrutiny of the 
promotional effort. 
 
We talked a bit about the emerging governance arrangements.  Clearly there is going to be quite 
strong accountability to the Mayor through his ability to make appointments and consent to 
appointments to the Board.  As I have said, the £14 million will be subject to an annual funding 
agreement and to a corporate plan that we shall see.  You have got first sight of the draft and 
the Mayor will be reviewing it with his Promote London Council in March 2011 in further detail. 
 
We will also establish a single post in the GLA to undertake day to day monitoring of the 
agency.  That was a job previously carried out by many more full time equivalents at the LDA.  
Those will be the suite of accountability arrangements. 
 
As Danny says, critical to the success is ensuring there is a healthy partnership and we get the 
right people who are genuinely motivated in the promotion of this great capital.  That is where 
we want to get to. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  You mentioned the Promote London Council.  What is the relationship 
going to be between yourselves and them?  Is it necessary to have two different bodies any 
more in the longer term? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Clearly not.  We are in the 
process of putting in recommendations to the Mayor on its future.  It would be much more 
streamlined to have a single Board overseeing the agency.  The Mayor may wish to access other 
alternative advice periodically on promotional matters but I do not think there will be a place for 
a standing public limited company (PLC) as it is currently set out.  We are putting some options 
to the Mayor at the moment. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  Right.  Can we expect to see that rationalisation on 1 April 2011 or is it 
something that will be going forward over further than that? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  The PLC meets on 
17 March 2011.  Historically it has met every three or four months.  There will be a time after 
17 March 2011 to set in place new arrangements. 
 
Roger Evans (AM):  OK. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  The public will hold the Mayor accountable for the operation of this 
then one assumes.  I am just taking that as a comment.  It is as simple as that really.  The Mayor 
funds this body and so the Mayor is accountable for the promotion of all of these activities in 
London and how he chooses to delegate this to a Board is of secondary interest? 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  That is a reasonable view.  I 
respect that. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman): That does not sound unreasonable.  You do not create a private 
company, which has such opacity.  You are going to be very clear about that?  OK.  Mike? 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Measurement of success.  Thank you for sharing with us the 
draft business plan which we understand is at an early stage but it is helpful.  In that you have 



 

 

got objectives and some measures against that.  Just a prior question, your vision and mission.  I 
preferred your previous ones but that may be a personal view.  I do not know how you measure 
best big city on earth or even passionate championing of stuff.  Maybe that is a done deal. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  You need to have a panel of people from other planets probably! 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Best big city in the galaxy! 
 
Darren Johnson (AM):  Independent. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Independent assessment!  Your objectives are the thing you 
should be measured on, rather than the overlying rhetoric.  Your first objective, attracting and 
generating spend, they are measuring at present and you can measure.  Are you happy to carry 
on with those measures or are you going to come up with any new ones?  That is fairly tried and 
tested space. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  It is not actually! 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  It is not.  OK.  Induct us into the glories of measuring spend. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  In terms of the visitor and 
student spend measurement there is a real disparity in what is the right methodology.  In terms 
of the evidence it is based initially on a number of surveys.  There is then a whole set of 
formulae in place that calculates what the actual value in economic benefit terms is for a city or 
for a country.  What you will find is, if you look at the results that organisations like Visit Britain, 
Visit England and Visit London have used in the past a) they do not correlate and b) they are - 
to put it bluntly - incredibly generous.  In the past, there have been some ROIs (Return on 
Investment) of 50, 60 and 70 to 1, which has to be completely unrealistic.  We are now working 
with the GLA to make sure that we come up with something that is far more realistic.  If it is a 7 
or a 9 or a 10 to 1 it is a fairer reflection of the value and that is what we will end up with. 
 
I will stop in a moment but it is a very interesting area because you could end up in a situation 
where the London organisation has a very different ROI to the national organisation that is 
doing the same thing.  If we feel very strongly that the methodology reflects what we really are 
doing then that is an outcome we want to be able to do and then defend what the value of the 
overall activity is. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Yes.  There are lots of methodologies out there; it is a 
question of the right one and perhaps the attribution.  When I have looked at these things I 
have been sceptical as to what would have happened anyway and can one really say that this 
intervention at this time with this amount of money has had a measurable impact.  We shall be 
pleased if you are being cautious about that so that when it comes back to the questions 
Andrew was asking about, about what level of public investment should be going in, the 
measures of that are robust. 
 
In terms of numbers of projects and so forth, that is fine.  Value of commercial revenue.  
Granted.  Revenue obtained from your third objective there in terms of the first one.  Again, 
that seems fine to me.  The question I was coming to was the number one destination for 
international visits and the number one destination for international students.  Your measure is 
to be the number one.  What are we talking about?  Tell us you how you measure being number 
one for visitors, students and FDI. 
 



 

 

Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Our rationale behind the 
various lists - these are globally recognised rankings that are put together by a number of 
organisations.  For example, on FDI they tend to be from Ernst & Young or the World Bank etc.  
In terms of international students and international visitors that really is just down to the 
numbers.  Paris might have more tourists but then London has more international visitors than 
Paris.  They are just rankings. 
 
We feel that it is very much the role of the organisation to make sure that we do not drop the 
ball in any of those areas.  A lot of the work and activity that the organisation will do will be 
supporting current rankings.  We feel that we would fail if, two years down the line, we are no 
longer at the top of those lists where we have been for a number of years.  There are some 
others we are having to improve from what is quite a mediocre ranking right now.  That is our 
presence in conferences and bureaus when compared to a number of capitals across Europe.  
We will by trying to make sure that we enter the top league. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  If we are already in a number of these league tables number 
one, if you did not retain that position, there would be a sense of failure.  I suppose what one is 
looking for is growth.  It is moving forward from where we are, rather than standing still relative 
to others.  I was a bit sceptical about those ones. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  In an increasingly 
competitive market remaining number one in those two will be a challenge.   
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  I was going to come on to the ones where the paper was then 
blank and ask you to fill in the blanks.  Len, do you want to pursue ranking? 
 
Len Duvall (AM):  I want to follow up on that.  We want to grow this organisation and we want 
to see it develop because there is a lot riding on it and it is quite important in terms of London.  
Initially, should we not be seeing a bit more detail of some subset targets here and also be 
talking about how we independently audit you so it is neither left to the GLA nor to you and we 
bring someone else on who is going to say, ‚Yes, this is the right way of doing it‛?  Maybe 
independent audit talks about the client function and those other contributions to see if we are 
getting a good rate of return on the in-house arrangement that is going to coincide with that.  
It is only by that we will see some of that issue around growth and measuring it.  There needs to 
be a bit more to be honest. 
 
I take it as read from your initial contribution when you said we might be moving away from 
some of your peer groups on these issues; that maybe that is what we need to develop.  
Something that is fairly strong that either validates or tests the performance of where we are 
going.  Not in terms of your contribution but in terms of the GLA organisational interface with it 
as well.  That is really what we should be saying to the Mayor that he ought to be doing and to 
try to get some independent validation on it and to push it on a bit more. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  Can I make one brief 
observation.  In terms of what you have here, this is incredibly basic because we are where we 
are in terms of timing.  Within two to three weeks we will have a supporting deck of 200 slides 
and we are sitting down with the GLA to make sure that it is comfortable in what we are 
proposing and I am sure will challenge us back etc.  You will see far more in terms of the 
measures. 
 
It is important to make the distinction between key performance indicators (KPIs) and 
outcomes.  There are certain KPIs that are what they are: foreign direct investment.  You will 



 

 

find organisations like UKTI who say, admirably, ‚We think jobs generated and safeguarded is 
very important but we prefer to measure it in terms of high value projects‛.  That is a choice.  
Then you will see a number of other organisations who will say, ‚No, it is about jobs because 
that is what this is really predicated on‛.  There will always be a small number of KPIs and the 
importance is the client relationship is comfortable with those KPIs. 
 
On the back of this there will be a whole succession of outcomes which (inaudible) of all of the 
individual delivery plans for various audiences.  That is what is important; that the GLA feels 
comfortable.  A lot of the impact of the grant of the investment will be through those 
outcomes. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  One would assume that the annual business plan and proposals of 
this organisation would be published and that it would be reasonable to accept that it would be 
scrutinised by the Assembly and, presumably, by the EDCST Committee so they can get a handle 
on the outcomes and the value for money indicators.  From a performance point of view this 
Committee would be interested in understanding what we are getting for our bucks as well.  
That is a pretty uncontentious position we should take as an Assembly. 
 
Danny Lopez (Interim Chief Executive, London & Partners):  If we are going to trust the 
private sector to contribute to this we need to be incredibly clear, also, what we are looking to 
achieve and they will buy into the corporate plan or not.  It is absolutely vital. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  OK.  I have the extreme pleasure of the final question which is to our 
finance officers.  It is about the £14 million.  The context is the £14 million, although it is 
considerably less than the aggregated budgets of the three organisations, it represents 18% of 
the GLA’s discretionary budget at present, although that is prior to us getting an LDA grant 
settlement which will, I suppose, eventually be rolled within the GLA.  How do you see the 
Mayor’s commitment to £14 million a year being funded? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  At present it is funded in this year’s 
budget.  The Mayor has made a commitment to £14 million for four years, subject to all the 
governance performance matters and the decision making that Jeremy has referred to.  Through 
the GLA, which did its forward plan without, this would be a prior commitment on that budget.  
At present local government, quite rightly, does not hypothecate various sums of money.  If you 
did want to do a hypothecation, for that four year period, when the next spending review comes 
round, that is more than covered by the grant the GLA is getting from council tax. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  What are we going to stop doing as a result of this? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  This is presently funded and at present 
the GLA has still got a contingency of just over £10 million.  The issue would be in the later 
years, as was explained in the budget papers.  I am forecasting the GLA will get a grant 
settlement that will probably see the GLA losing £10.5 million of grant by 2014/15 and 
therefore it would have to be managed as part of taking that planning forward. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  We can look at this also, I think you would agree, from an LDA 
perspective.  These organisations were predominantly funded from LDA budget streams in the 
past.  The Mayor has recognised their importance and agreed to fund them from within the GLA 
in the absence of certainty about LDA funding.  We are going to get an LDA funding settlement 
eventually.  It was due in January 2011.  It is now March 2011.  We still have not heard about 
that but, sooner or later, we will hear something.  We are all pretty certain it is going to be quite 
a lot less than previous years, even if it is the best possible outcome that the Mayor was looking 



 

 

for.  Implicit in the funding settlement we are saying that, whatever else we are doing with the 
LDA settlement, a large chunk of the top of that settlement will be settled on this stream of 
funding and there will be an opportunity cost in terms of other LDA activities unfunded in the 
future.  Is that a reasonable description? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  What we have done, as the GLA, is pre-
empt that.  This is now built into the GLA’s budget and it is funded from the grant stream that 
was not available.  This is not squeezing out, in a strict sense, other LDA projects that are 
funded from the LDA settlement.  You could say that should stay in the LDA settlement and 
something else should take its place.  There is always that choice.  I am not aware of as high a 
priority as international promotion. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  Everyone knows - although it has not been finally declared yet - 
roughly what the LDA settlement is going to be don’t they? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  I know what I have been discussing, yes. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  They know its ball park at the very least.  They know, more or less, 
the precise sum.  There are quibbles about pension costs and things which are causing some 
delay, as I understand it.  The fact you decided to spend some of this discretionary GLA money 
on this means that it is not available to be spent on something else.  There is an opportunity 
cost if you like.  We could have agreed to spend the money on other LDA type activities which 
we know are going to face severe cuts.  We have chosen to spend it on this LDA activity. 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  Correct. 
 
Mike Tuffrey (Deputy Chair):  Precisely.  My point was, if we are talking policy choices, that 
is a matter for the Mayor and his advisers, rather than from financial resources. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  You are quite right.  The final question then is are there things which 
we currently fund through City Hall, on international promotion or branding, which can be 
scaled back or transferred or no longer funded in future, as a result of this, so some of the 
£14 million will be funded by the GLA spending less money on things we have previously spent 
money on? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  I am not aware of anything.  I am looking 
to see if colleagues have any suggestions? 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  There are no GLA activities being rolled into this?  The branding 
work, for example?  International promotion work? 
 
Martin Clarke (Executive Director of Resources):  The GLA used the LDA and other 
agencies to do that work. 
 
Jeremy Skinner (Senior Manager, Projects and Policy, GLA):  Correct. 
 
John Biggs (Chairman):  If we want to tidy up we can ask you a couple of questions in writing 
after the meeting.  Thank you for an exciting session.  Thank you very much in particular for 
your evidence, Mr Lopez and Mr Skinner; superb as always. 
 
 


